Logging has begun in the Fiddler timber sale! This is the
first logging of “protected” old growth reserves, and will
soon be followed by logging on pristine roadless areas. In
all 19,500 acres (30.41 sq. miles) of public National Forest
is slated to be logged. This is 70,000 trucks of logs.
As of 3/9, twenty two people have been arrested in efforts
to delay the logging. Within a few weeks, courts will be
hearing lawsuits that are likely to shut down the logging.
Between now and then only people putting their bodies on
the line will save these ancient forests. Southern Oregon
forest defenders are calling on allies who are able to gather
at their ongoing campout near Selma, OR. If you or
anyone you know can make it down there for a few days or
a few weeks, it could make the difference between life and
death for this ecosystem.
This is an inclusive and ongoing encampment ready to
receive helpful people. All food is provided, and we may be
able to help with warm clothes and camping gear.
Contact Siskiyou Wild Action and Kalmiopsis Earth First!
at siskiyou@cascadiarising.org or 541-659-2682 to get
plugged in.
In Portland contact Cascadia Rising at 503 493 7495 for
information, including carpools.

The Cascadia RiSiNG!
Ecodefense Network

please call and tell everyone you know to call these
politicos:
1. Publicly ask the Forest Service NOT to log oldgrowth reserves in the Siskiyou until the scheduled
court case can be heard.
2. Create a Siskiyou Wild Rivers National Conservation Area to protect and restore this special part of
Oregon for future generations.
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Washington DC:(202) 224-5244
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